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What is a Router ?What is a Router ?

System which exchanges System which exchanges 
packets flowing from packets flowing from inputinput
ports (sources) to ports (sources) to outputoutput portsports
Analogous to a traffic Analogous to a traffic junctionjunction

Packets Packets carscars
Links Links laneslanes
Scheduler Scheduler traffic light traffic light 
sys.sys.
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Challenges in Switch Fabric DesignChallenges in Switch Fabric Design

High port densities High port densities –– 100100’’s and s and 
even 1000even 1000’’s of portss of ports
Increasing data rates Increasing data rates ––
2.5Gbps, 10Gbps, 40Gbps,2.5Gbps, 10Gbps, 40Gbps,……

Packet durations ~50Packet durations ~50 nsecnsec
Introduction of optical building Introduction of optical building 
blocksblocks
Demand for low latencyDemand for low latency
Demand for QoS provisioning Demand for QoS provisioning ––
differentiated servicesdifferentiated services
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The strive for larger and faster routersThe strive for larger and faster routers

POP with smaller routersPOP with large routers

Power and price considerationsPower and price considerations
About 50About 50--60% of interfaces are used for interconnection within the 60% of interfaces are used for interconnection within the 
POPPOP
Industry trend is towards large, single router per POPIndustry trend is towards large, single router per POP

Big POPs need big routersBig POPs need big routers

Source: Stanford University
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Head of line (HOL) blockingHead of line (HOL) blocking
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Input #3
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Overcoming HOL blocking (VOQ cont.)Overcoming HOL blocking (VOQ cont.)
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DISA Switch Architecture & Scheduling AlgorithmDISA Switch Architecture & Scheduling Algorithm
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Implementing DISA: output reservation/allocation logicImplementing DISA: output reservation/allocation logic
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Queue selection logic / longestQueue selection logic / longest--queuequeue--first (LQF)first (LQF)

Latency = Latency = llogog2 2 NN··ttcc where where ttc c is the MS propagation delayis the MS propagation delay
Can we make this better for larger number of ports?Can we make this better for larger number of ports?
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Conclusions so far Conclusions so far ……

Parallelization is the key to successParallelization is the key to success
Time/Space tradeoffTime/Space tradeoff
Accelerate the designAccelerate the design

Use LUT (ROM) instead of logic Use LUT (ROM) instead of logic –– whenever possiblewhenever possible
Current FPGA technology Current FPGA technology --> 6 to 1 Boolean function is > 6 to 1 Boolean function is 
extremely fastextremely fast
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OutlineOutline
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PipeliningPipelining

Partitioning of combinational logic to subPartitioning of combinational logic to sub--segments that segments that 
can be performed simultaneously (hence are independent)can be performed simultaneously (hence are independent)
ExampleExample:  Y = [a:  Y = [a××X+ b]X+ b]cc

If the process takes 3T then our max clock rate is 1/3TIf the process takes 3T then our max clock rate is 1/3T
In a In a pipelinedpipelined architecture architecture ……

Here our clock rate can be 1/T at a 2T delay cost !!Here our clock rate can be 1/T at a 2T delay cost !!

XX Y
[a[a××X + b]X + b]cc

Y

Y
aa××XX X+bX+b XXccXX Y
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PipeliningPipelining

Pipelining should be exploited wherever possiblePipelining should be exploited wherever possible
Not always possible Not always possible –– but should be exploredbut should be explored

Key to a good pipelined design Key to a good pipelined design balancing the prop. delay balancing the prop. delay 
of each phaseof each phase
Requires repeated attempts Requires repeated attempts –– especially with FPGA when especially with FPGA when 
results are sometimes unpredictableresults are sometimes unpredictable
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Importance of Design VerificationImportance of Design Verification

Industry fact: 2:1 ratio between design/verification Industry fact: 2:1 ratio between design/verification 
engineersengineers
Start out as a verification engineer Start out as a verification engineer –– better better 
understandingunderstanding
Complex Complex testbenchtestbench environmentsenvironments

File managementFile management
StatefullStatefull (state machine based) testing(state machine based) testing
Hours/days to run at a timeHours/days to run at a time

Key to the success of a productKey to the success of a product
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Internal Logic Analyzer (ILA)Internal Logic Analyzer (ILA)

Xilinx terminology, also offered by Xilinx terminology, also offered by AlteraAltera
Allows us to monitor signals within the chip in realAllows us to monitor signals within the chip in real--
timetime

We need to define We need to define ““trigger signalstrigger signals””
Once activated Once activated –– stores data in RAM blocks and sends it out stores data in RAM blocks and sends it out 
to the screento the screen

Supports complex conditioningSupports complex conditioning

DesignDesign ILAILA

FPGAFPGA

......
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What kind of memory do I want synthesized ?What kind of memory do I want synthesized ?

Assume a synchronous design (clock rising/falling Assume a synchronous design (clock rising/falling 
edge sensitive)edge sensitive)
Two primary types of R/W memoryTwo primary types of R/W memory

Random access  (RAM Random access  (RAM –– RAM Blocks)RAM Blocks)
Sequential  (ShiftSequential  (Shift--Register Register –– FFsFFs))

ifif clock'eventclock'event and clock='1' thenand clock='1' then
……
out <= out <= memmem(1);(1);
……
mem mem = x & = x & memmem(7 down to 1)(7 down to 1)
……

end if; end if; 

ifif clock'eventclock'event and clock='1' thenand clock='1' then
……
out <=out <= memmem(n);(n);
……
memmem = x &= x & memmem(7 down to 1)(7 down to 1)
……

end if; end if; 
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Relative Location Constraints (RLOC)Relative Location Constraints (RLOC)

RLOC:RLOC: allow you to define the location of any element relative allow you to define the location of any element relative 
to other elements in the set, regardless of eventual placement to other elements in the set, regardless of eventual placement 
in the overall designin the overall design

FloorFloor--planning planning –– placement of the design in target FPGAplacement of the design in target FPGA
For most FPGAs For most FPGAs –– hardware is much better than softwarehardware is much better than software

We need to help the tools We need to help the tools 
P&R critical in terms of latency performanceP&R critical in terms of latency performance
The designer knows the best layout strategyThe designer knows the best layout strategy

AA BB CC DD

FPGAFPGA
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Writing structural vs. behavioralWriting structural vs. behavioral

Ease of coding Ease of coding performance gainperformance gain
The more structural you write the higher the chances The more structural you write the higher the chances 
it will be synthesized optimallyit will be synthesized optimally

Use gateUse gate--level statements and primitives when possiblelevel statements and primitives when possible
for/whilefor/while –– replicates hardware replicates hardware –– use carefully!! (OK use carefully!! (OK 
for for testbenchingtestbenching))
for generatefor generate –– powerful replication toolpowerful replication tool
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General hurdles and tipsGeneral hurdles and tips

DelayDelay
Capacitance is the enemyCapacitance is the enemy
In/out of a chip (IO pads)In/out of a chip (IO pads)
through gatesthrough gates
fanfan--out is not freeout is not free
So So …… always look at the synthesis result for improvement always look at the synthesis result for improvement 
(critical path usually the place to start)(critical path usually the place to start)

Clock NetsClock Nets
Low skew lines within the FPGA (distanceLow skew lines within the FPGA (distance--equal)equal)
16 in large chips16 in large chips
Use them wellUse them well

Spend a lot of time on your designSpend a lot of time on your design –– it will pay off !!it will pay off !!
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SummarySummary

There is an art to VLSI design (and verification)There is an art to VLSI design (and verification)
Engineering is about making tradeoffs Engineering is about making tradeoffs 

Spend a lot of time thinking about the design!Spend a lot of time thinking about the design!
You will need to know what are the tradeoffs you can apply You will need to know what are the tradeoffs you can apply 
to provide a robust design which offers value to the to provide a robust design which offers value to the 
user/customeruser/customer
Make sure you test your design as much as possible Make sure you test your design as much as possible –– a design a design 
that breaks (as fancy as it may be) is worthless !that breaks (as fancy as it may be) is worthless !

The hardware is great, but the software tools need The hardware is great, but the software tools need 
our help as designersour help as designers
If youIf you’’re interested in hardware design of SF take re interested in hardware design of SF take 
ECEECE--692 (Spring 2005)692 (Spring 2005)
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Questions  ?Questions  ?
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